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Abstract
Background: In minimally invasive surgery (MIS), the natural relationship between hand and eye is disrupted, i.e.
surgeons typically control tools inserted through the patient’s abdomen while viewing the workspace on a remote monitor,
which can be located in a variety of positions. This separates the location of visual feedback from the area in which a
motor action is executed. Previous studies suggest that the visual display should be placed directly ahead of the surgeon
(i.e. to preserve visual-motor mapping). However, the extent of the impact of this rotation on surgical performance is
unknown. Methods: Eighteen participants completed an aiming task on a tablet PC within a surgical box trainer using a
laparoscopic tool in a controlled simulated environment. Visual feedback was presented on a remote monitor located at 0 ,
 45 and  90 , with order randomised using the Latin Square method. Results: Movements were significantly slower
when the monitor was 90 relative to midline, but spatial accuracy was unaffected by monitor position. Interestingly, the
effect of reduced speed in the 90 condition was transient, decreasing over time, suggesting rapid adaptation to the
rotation. Conclusions: We conclude that the angle of the visual display in the context of MIS may require a surgeon
to adapt to a changed mapping between visual inputs and motor outputs. While this adaptation occurs relatively quickly, it
may interfere with skilled actions (e.g. intracorporeal suturing) in complex surgical procedures.
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Introduction
Minimally invasive surgery (MIS) requires a high level of
manual dexterity, often within the context of high-pressured
situations (i.e. risk to the patient) and small mistakes can
have catastrophic consequences.1 Specifically, the processes
involved in MIS require the central nervous system (CNS)
to produce a congruent mapping between the workspace and
hand to execute tasks that require a high level of eye-hand
coordination. In contrast to open surgery, where direct observation and manipulation are possible, the natural relationship
between hand and eye is disrupted in MIS setups. Surgeons
typically control tools that are inserted through the patient’s
abdomen wall while viewing a camera view of the workspace
via a remote display. In this environment, visual information
is decoupled from the workspace because the display can be
located in a variety of positions and angles relative to the
surgeon and studies suggest that altering the monitor location
can distort the perception of the operative field.2–6 Added
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complexity arises from camera angle, which may be 0 , 30
or 90 relative to the laparoscopic tool. As such, head position signals are no longer informative about target location
(i.e. the surgeon can be looking in the opposite direction to
where the hands are moving), and thus, the surgeon can
experience proprioceptive discordance, because the viewing
angle of the monitor does not provide useful information
about the visual-motor mapping (in contrast to normal
visual-motor interactions).7
Given the cost of movement errors in surgical environments, understanding how the CNS adapts during MIS
tasks is imperative.8 Several studies in the surgical literature
have suggested that incomplete decoupling of head position
signals during surgical tasks results in significant performance costs in MIS.9–13 Generally, studies imply that MIS
monitors should be positioned in front of the surgeon, and
at eye level, in order to minimize inconsistency between the
hand and eye.9,13 Positioning the monitor head-on to the
This work is licensed under a Creative Commons AttributionNonCommercial 4.0 International License.
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surgeon performing the procedure is also more likely to
yield optimal performance12 and, as a small-scale study suggests, is also a surgeon’s preferred setup.14 This setup is not,
however, always adopted in operating theatres, and the
monitor is often positioned in an oblique manner relative
to the surgeon. We were, therefore, interested in how head
rotation per se might modulate motor performance. The
extant literature has demonstrated (i) performance advantage when the head and hands are pointed in the same
direction during visual-motor tasks; (ii) a subjective preference of surgeons for the visual angle to be at 0 ; and (iii) an
improved ability in experienced surgeons to deal with rotations of the visual display compared with less experienced
surgeons.11,12 These studies have not quantified the effects
of head rotation/viewing angle on visual-motor control processed in MIS and thus the extent to which visual transformations modulate motoric control processes is unclear.
Therefore, an empirical investigation into the role of monitor angle on motoric performance in MIS is necessary.
In order to gain a better understanding of how the positioning of visual feedback can modulate motor performance, we
used a sensitive Kinematic Assessment Tool (KAT), a validated measure of motor performance that is able to capture
a number of performance-related movement variables.15,16
We designed an experiment where a tablet PC was placed
within a laparoscopic box trainer (LBT; Ethicon,
Norderstedt, Germany) and participants used a laparoscopic
tool inserted through holes (or ports) in the side of the box
to make a series of discrete aiming movements (moving the
tip of the tool across the surface of the tablet PC screen).
This setup provided a simulation of a laparoscopic setup
(i.e. participants could not see what their hands were
doing and surgical tools were used to complete the task)
as per previous studies,10 but provided highly controlled
measurements of performance. To establish whether monitor position interfered with performance, speed and accuracy of motor performance were compared when the visual
display of targets on a remote monitor was in one of three
angular positions (0 ,  45 or  90 ). Predicated on past
research,2–4,9 we hypothesized that increased disparity
between monitor angle and torso would result in a systematic decrement in performance. A secondary examination
into the effect of monitor position was also carried out
through comparison of performance in the first and last
trials on the task.

Methods
Participants
Eighteen healthy adults took part in this study (10 males).
All participants were right-handed as indexed by the

Edinburgh Handedness Inventory (scores 440 out of 100
indicate right-hand preference17). The average age of participants was 24.5 years (range, 21–34 years; SD, 3.7 years).
All participants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision,
with no history of movement or neurological disorders.
Ethics
The study was approved by the University of Leeds School of
Psychology ethics committee and conducted in accordance
with the 1964 Declaration of Helsinki. Participants provided
their written full informed consent prior to their involvement
in the study and were fully debriefed at the end of the study.
Materials and procedure
Ethicon laparoscopic box trainer
The LBT (390 mm  265 mm  180 mm; Fig. 1) was positioned 700 mm above the floor and rotated 90 anticlockwise with the shorter sides orthogonal to the supporting
table. The LBT had seven entry ports (a diameter of
40 mm with soft rubber entries in cross hair shapes) positioned in a letter H configuration. An ENDOPATH XCEL
Dilating Tip 12 mm trocar (Ethicon, Norderstedt, Germany)
was fully inserted through each port with the gas valve
facing away from the participant. A soft foam section measuring 73 mm  60 mm  15 mm was used as a collar
between the port and trocar to allow free range of movement. A Toshiba Portege M700-13P tablet PC (screen
260  163 mm; 1440  900 pixels; 32 bit colour; 60 Hz
refresh rate) was placed inside the LBT at the distal right
corner, and the built-in touch screen acted as an input
device. Participants used a 330-mm-long laparoscopic grasper with plastic tip that was inserted through the trocar and
placed on the screen of the tablet PC. The lowest point of
the screen was positioned 580 mm above the table ensuring
the display was presented at eye level. The end point of the
laparoscopic grasper was represented by an onscreen cursor
and controlled by moving across the touch screen and the
position was sampled at 120 Hz. Black markers were placed
on the floor to indicate where the participants should stand
in order to ensure a consistent viewing distance of approximately 800 mm.

Figure 1 A Toshiba Portege laptop was placed inside the Ethicon
laparoscopic box trainer. The laparoscopic tool was used as a
stylus (akin to writing on a touch screen) to record kinematic
data.
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Visual-motor transformation task
The experimental task was created using the KAT,16 a validated system for objectively measuring human motor performance in configurable visual-spatial tasks.15,16,18 The
KAT task in this study was displayed on a tablet PC
inside the LBT, and participants were required to make a
series of discrete aiming movements between targets that
appeared on a remote screen, with a 30 rotation applied
to increase the complexity of the task. Each trial began at
the start icon (the green S in Fig. 2), and participants used
the laparoscopic grasper to move a cursor from one green
dot to the next in a sequential manner. Once a green dot
was reached, the next green dot would appear. Participants
continued to move from one green dot to the next until
they arrived at the red F for finish icon.
As the stimuli in the aiming task were occluded from direct
vision (i.e. the tip of the laparoscopic grasper was occluded
inside the LBT), visual stimuli therefore appeared on a Dell
1708FP monitor (screen 339 mm  270 mm, 1280  1024
resolution, 75 Hz refresh rate) positioned at one of three
angles (Fig. 3). Participants performed an aiming task trial
(i.e. moving from the S to F icon) 12 times at each monitor
position (0 ,  45 ,  90 ; 36 trials in total), and the order
in which participants undertook these three conditions was
randomised using the Latin Square method.
Analysis
Three standardized temporal, spatial and frequency metrics
were recorded during the aiming task:
(1) Movement time (MT): the time taken to complete a trial of the
aiming task trial, as an indicator of movement speed (seconds).

(2) Path length (PL): the length of movement trajectories (millimetres) from start to finish of an aiming task trial, and an
indicator of spatial accuracy; longer trajectories indicate disruption to the path of movement, either due to increased motor
variability (e.g. shaky hands) or deviation from the straight
path between aiming targets.
(3) Normalized jerk (NJ): a marker of the smoothness of movements
throughout an aiming task trial; NJ is the time derivative of
acceleration and is minimized in smooth movements.16

Mean scores for MT, PL and NJ were calculated across all
12 aiming task trials, and across the first four (F4) and last
four (L4) trials, for each monitor position condition (0 vs.
45 vs. 90 ). Separate repeated measures ANOVAs were
applied for each outcome metric recorded on the aiming
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Figure 3 Schematic of the KAT aiming task. Participants held a
laparoscope (inserted through a trocar) in their right (preferred)
hand, to move a cursor (30 distortion) presented on the screen
from one dot to the next in a sequential manner for 20 movements (12 trials total).

Figure 2 Monitor positions for the experimental aiming task. Examples of the monitor positions for the experimental aiming task whereby the
visual feedback was presented in three different positions: (A) 0 position: visual feedback was presented on a monitor positioned directly
ahead of the participant; (B) 45 position: visual feedback was presented on a monitor positioned at 45 position relative to body orientation; (C)
90 position: visual feedback was presented on a monitor positioned at 90 position relative to body orientation.
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task to examine the effects of monitor position on motor
performance (0 vs. 45 vs. 90 ) and to investigate learning,
computed as the difference in performance measures
between the beginning (i.e. F4 trials) and end (L4 trials)
trial blocks. Power computations used the observed sample
size as the basis of the population effect.19

Results
Movement time
Analysis of MT data revealed the main effects of position
(F(2,34) = 4.16, P = 0.024, 2p = 0.2, 1 b = 0.69) and trial
(F(1,17) = 22.18, P 5 0.001, 2p = 0.57, 1 b = 0.99).
Participants were significantly faster at completing the
aiming task when the monitor was 0 from midline
(mean path length time = 1.13 s, SE = 0.06), compared with
the 45 conditions (mean = 1.16 s, SE = 0.05) and 90
(mean = 1.25 s, SE = 0.06) (see Fig. 4A). Aiming movements
also gained speed towards the end of the task, with significantly faster movements made across the L4 trial block
(mean MT in F4 = 1.27 s, SE = 0.06; L4 = 1.13 s, SE = 0.05;
Figs 4A and 5A). There was a significant position  trial

A

C

interaction (F(2,34) = 4.18, P = 0.024, 2p = 0.2, 1 b = 0.7)
whereby the effect of position was present in the F4 trials
(F(2,34) = 5.13, P = 0.011, 2p = 0.23, 1 b = 0.79) but not
in the L4 (F(2,34) = 1.04, P = 0.37, 2p = 0.6, 1 b = 0.06).
Bonferroni post hoc comparisons subsequently showed that
this effect of position in the early trials was driven by a
significant difference (P = 0.023) between the 0 (mean =
1.15; SE = 0.06) and 90 screen positions (mean = 1.40 s;
SE = 0.10) and between the 45 (mean = 1.20 s, SE = 0.06)
and 90 screen positions (P = 0.027). There was no significant difference in MT between the 0 condition and 45
condition (P = 0.89). There were no differences across the
L4 trials (P 4 0.266).
Path length
PL provides an index of movement accuracy, whereby
shorter PLs indicate better spatial accuracy because trajectories are shorter. Observations of the means showed that
there was little difference in PL between the monitor position conditions (mean PL for 0 = 47.30 mm, SE = 0.97;
45 = 47.65 mm, SE = 0.84; 90 = 49.47 mm, SE = 1.42),
hence the main effect of position was not significant
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Figure 4 Performance in the aiming task trials. (A) Mean measures of movement time (s) recorded across the first four and last four trials of
the aiming task, for each of the three monitor position conditions (0 , 45 and 90 ). Error bars represent  1 SEM. Mean measures of motor
performance plotted on a trial-by-trial basis for (B) movement time (s); (C) path length (mm); and (D) normalized jerk for each of the three
monitor position conditions.
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(P = 0.15). Participants did, however, show significant
improvements in spatial accuracy as the task progressed; a
main effect of trial (F(1,17) = 6.2, P = 0.02, 2p = 0.27,
1 b = 0.65; Figs 4B and 5B), revealed shorter PLs in the
L4 trials (mean = 47.57; SE = 0.091) in comparison with the
F4 (mean = 49.0; SE = 1.32). There was no position  trial
interaction (P = 0.23).

performance with the monitor at 0 and significant degradation in performance beyond 45 ,3,12,20 we observed a significant decrease in performance as indexed by MT in the
initial trial in the 90 condition. PL (an index of accuracy)
and NJ (a marker of fluency/smoothness) demonstrated
similar trends but did not reach statistical significance
thresholds.

Normalized jerk
Lower NJ values indicate smoother aiming movements. The
ANOVA for NJ showed that there was no main effect of
position (F(2,34) = 1.26, P = 0.3, 2p = 0.07, 1 b = 0.26)
and no position  trial interaction (F(2,34) = 2.52, P = 0.1,
2p = 0.13, 1 b = 0.47). Nevertheless, there was a main
effect of trial (F(1,17) = 11.85, P = 0.003, 2p = 0.41,
1 b = 0.9; Figs 4C and 5C), as participants produced
increasingly smoother aiming movements towards the end
of the task in the L4 trials (mean NJ for L4 = 611.20,
SE = 83) compared with the F4 trials (mean PL for
F4 = 903.44, SE = 130.92).

Being able to adapt quickly to information presented in
different locations and use this input for action has clear
advantages for a surgeon who has to simultaneously: (a)
deal with complex environments and (b) produce skilled
goal-oriented behaviour. In this experiment, we note that
the initial decrement in performance when the monitor
was positioned at 90 had almost disappeared by the end
of the task. In other words, initial performance was
degraded, yet individuals were able to adapt to the new
head orientation – a particularly useful process in an MIS
environment, when the monitor position can vary from
theatre to theatre.

Here we report a comparison of the performance measures
between the F4 and L4 trials, but the same pattern of results
was obtained when comparing the first and last three trials
(see Fig. 4B–D for a trial-by-trial view of the data). To
examine more precisely when the initial performance decrement for the 90 condition had been overcome by participants, we performed a post hoc ANOVA for MT at trial 5
and found that differences were not statistically significant
(P 4 0.05).

There is a functional relationship between head position and
arm movements,21 and our data serve to support this
assumption. Previous research has demonstrated that neck
afferents are important for accurate control of the hand in
the absence or degradation of visual-motor information;21,22
and vestibular information plays an important role in the
control of arm movements.23,24 The data we present also
add to the literature that has demonstrated the capacity of
humans to adapt to visual and mechanical distortions,25,26
Adaptation of the human sensorimotor system is, without a
doubt, an impressive feat, but the temporary impairment in
performance experienced during this process could potentially be problematic in a surgical environment. Specifically,
there may be clinical implications for complex MIS procedures where it can be necessary to change the port site
through which the camera is passed; or in operations
where a re-adjustment of the camera is required. We suggest that it is vital that motor movements are adjusted
appropriately in such instances.27 Moreover, when a surgeon moves from one operating setup to another (e.g.
between an elective theatre to the acute theatre, or from a
training simulator to theatre), the monitor orientation
should be considered to maintain maximal operative
efficiency.

Discussion
One inherent difficulty in MIS is that the viewing angle in
these environments does not provide useful information
about the visual-motor mapping. The purpose of the present
experiment was to quantify the effects of the monitor position on the quality of motor performance in MIS. We also
examined the effect of monitor position on motor performance over time. Specifically, we examined the extent to
which decrements in performance ameliorate with time
(i.e. adaptation through repetitious practice). This was
achieved by varying the position of the monitor displaying
visual feedback from directly in front of the participant (0 ),
to a position of  45 , and  90 relative to the body axis.
Participants completed a kinematic visual-motor transformation task with a laparoscopic tool, and performance
metrics allowed us to assess the extent to which head rotation modulated task performance.
The results showed no difference in motoric performance
between the monitor positions of 0 and 45 . However,
consistent with previous studies that have found optimal

It is worth considering other visual factors that may modulate technical performance in MIS and potentially affect
patient safety. The increasing proliferation of virtual environment technologies means that the monitors used in MIS
have the potential to supplement natural vision and thus
improve performance. For example, displays that present
stereoscopic images are becoming increasingly popular in
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MIS and specifically laparoscopy.29,30 These systems present
surgeons with cues such as depth information, which could
be useful for a number of complex surgical tasks as well as
more fundamental task such as tying a suture. In robotassisted surgery, where technologies allow for augmenting
natural vision, the reverse braille effect has been reported31
where sensory integration allows for tactile feedback to be
augmented by the enhanced visual information. However,
there may be some scenarios in which sustained exposure to
displays could have negative consequences. For example, it
is known that binocular displays place unnatural pressures
on the human oculomotor system32,33 and future work
should examine the relationship between stereoscopic displays, visual fatigue and discomfort on motor performance
in MIS.

encountering similar scenarios (e.g. a monitor position offset from midline). This process, often described in the cognitive literature as learning to learn (i.e. where common
features in a cognitive task are said to facilitate learning
of a new but similar task), may be a crucial part of gaining
general skills.18 In light of our findings, surgeons might be
best advised to avoid using monitor positions that deviate
from the body midline where possible. In order to ensure
that surgical trainees are fully prepared for work in different
hospitals/theatres, future research should present trainees
with varying monitor display positions in simulation.
Based on SL, we predict that this approach will lead to
learning that yields adaptability without loss of specificity.
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